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Compiling Devices: Locality in a TMS

Johan de Kleer

1.1 Introduction

This paperpresentsanew practicalapproachfor exploiting Truth Main-

tenanceSystems(TMSs) whichmakesthem simpler to usewithout nec-

essarily incurring asubstantialperformancepenalty. The basicintuition

behindthis new approachis to conveythe locality of the knowledgerep-

resentationof the problemsolverto theTMS. Many AT problemsolvers,

particularly thosewhich reasonabout thephysical world, are inherently

local — eachconstituentof the problem (e.g., a processsuch as flow-

ing, a componentsuch as a pipe, etc.) has a fixed behavioralmodel.

Much of the reasoningcan be viewed as propagation: wheneversome

new signal is inferred to be presentthe models of the componentson

which it impinges are consultedto seewhether further inferencesare
possiblefrom it. Many of theseAl problemsolverseither exploit TMSs

to do muchof this propagation, or useTMSs to representthe results

of propagations.Although widely exploited, anyonewho hasused these

strategiescanattestthat current TMSs manifestsomesurprisinglogical

incompletenesswhenusedin this way. Theseblind spotsresult from the

fact that locality presentin the original model is often completelylost

within the TMS.

The TMS framework we presentis fully expressiveacceptingarbitrary

propositionalformulaeas input. Providedwith advicefrom the overall

problem solver it is, if needed,logically complete. Propositional sat-

isfiability is NP-complete,but neverthelessmuchof the cost of logical

completenessoften can be avoided by exploiting locality. For example,

conjunctionsof formulae in the model library can be precompiledinto
their prime implicatesto reducerun-timecost. Also, theTMS useslocal-

ity information at run-time to determinewhichcombinationsof formulae

are worth analyzing.
Wehaveimplementedourframework andusedit with both Assumption-

BasedTruth MaintenanceSystems(ATMSs) [DEJKL86a, DFM89] and
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Logic-BasedTruth MaintenanceSystems(LTMSs) [DFMS9, JVICAL8O].

We haveused it to compilemodelsfrom constraints,confluences,order-

of-magnitudereasoningaxioms and processes.Two longer papers

[DEKL9Ob, DEKL9Oc] include proofs of the theoremsandexplores the

role of this framework in qualitativephysics in moredetail.

1.1.1 Encoding models as formulae

Most problemsolvers wish to representarbitrary propositional formnu-

lae manyof which derive from local constituentsof the problem (e.g.,

componentor processmodels). However,most TMSs lack the expres-

sive power to representarbitrary formulae. Therefore, one is typi-

cally forced to encode the propositional formulae in terms the TMS
accepts. For example, [DEKL86b] provides a variety of ways of en-

coding propositional formulae for the Assumption-BasedTruth Main-
tenanceSystems(ATMSs). Techniqueslike these are widely used in

QPE {FORB84, FOl1.B86]. Unfortunately, these encodingstend to be

extremelycumbersome.The TMSs which acceptarbitrary clauses(such
asLTMSs) seemto be morepowerful becauseany l)roPOsitiOflal formula

can easily be converted into an equivalentset of clausesby putting it

into conjunctivenormal form (CNF).

Unfortunately,completeLTMSs basedon clausesare rarely usedbe-

causethey are too inefficient. Instead, all common LTMS implementa-

tions useBoolean Constraint Propagation(BCP)[DEKL86a,MCAL8O]

on clauses. BCP is a sound, incomplete, but efficient inferenceproce-
dure. BCP is inherently local consideringonly onepropositionalformula

(i.e., hooleanconstraint) at a time. This locality is the sourceof both

its incompletenessand efficiency. Unfortunately, converting a formula

to its CNF clausesloses the locality of the original formula. Consider

the formula:

(x ~ (y V z)) A (x V y V z) (1.1.1)

If y were false, then consideringthis formula alone, in isolation, we can

infer z must be true(this can be seenby the fact that if z were false, the

first conjunctx ~ (yVz) requiresx to be false, andthesecondconjunct

(x V y V z) requiresx to be true). However, this information is host in
convertingthe formula to its two CNF clauses:

-‘xVyVz, xVyVz.
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Neither of thesetwo clausescan, individually, be used to infer z from

—‘y. Takentogether,of course,they can.

Consider QPE as an example [FORB84, FORB86]. QPE encodes
everyqualitativeprocessmodelasasetof formulaewhich areeventually

encodedasa set of ATMS horn clauses. Within QPE, this set of horn
clausesrepresentsafixed local module,but within theATMS eachclause

is treated independently.As someof the formulae cannotbe converted

to purely horn clauses,the basicATMS algorithmsareincompletewith
respectto the original formulae,andthe ATMS is thereforeincapableof

makingsomesimple local inferenceswhich follow from the model alone.

Q PE dealswith this difficulty by addingmore clauses(than conversion

to CNF would indicate) so that the basic ATMS algorithms can make

more inferences than they otherwise would. Part of our proposal is

that the set of formulae representinga model be conveyedto the TMS
as a single module and the TMS usea completeinference procedure

locally on modules. As a resultwe achievethe kind of functionality that
is desired,without incurring substantialperformancedegradationand

without burdening QPE with needlessencodingdetails. This process
can be madeefficient by recognizingthat eachmodel type instantiates

the samesetof formulaeandthereforemost of thework can be doneat

compile time onceper modeltype.

Conceptually,the new TMSs aresupplied a set of arbitrary proposi-
tional formulaeandusegeneralBCP to answerquerieswhetherapartic-

ular literal follows from the formulae. BCP is usually applied to clauses

but can be applied to arbitrary formulae as well. As input the TMS

can accept new propositionalformulae to define a module,conjoin two

existing modules,or acceptanew formula to be conjoinedwith anexist-

ing module. Locally, within eachmodule, theTMS is logically complete.
As aconsequence,the problemsolvercan dynamicallycontrol the trade-

off betweenefficiency and completeness— if completenessis required,

all the modulesare conjoined, if efficiency is required, each formula is
treatedasan individual module. Laterin this paperwe presentanumber

of techniquesto guide the order in which modulesshould he conjoined
in order to minimize computationalcost.

Considerthe exampleof two pipes in series (Fig. 1.1). Each pipe is

modeled by the qualitative equation(or confluence,see [DEBR84] for

precisedefinitions) [dP1] — [dPr] = [dQ] where P1 is the l)ressule oil the
left, Pr is the pressureon the right and Q is the flow from left to right.
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([dx] is the qualitative (+, 0, —) valueof s-). Thus, the attachedpipes

can be completelymodeledby three confluences:

[dPA] — [dPB] = [dQAB], (1.1.2)

[dP1~]— [dPcJ = [dQBC], (1.1.3)

[dQAB] = [dQBc]. (1.1.4)

Supposewe know that the pressureis rising at A (i.e., [dPA] = [+]) and

thepressureis fixed at C (i.e., [dP~]= [0]). Consideringeachcomponent

or confluenceindividually we cannotinfer anythingaboutthe flows. We
only know one of the three variablesin confluences(1.1.2) and (1.1.3),

and noneof the variablesin confluence(1.1.4). Therefore, noneof the

confluences,individually, can be used to infer a new variablevalue. The

only way to determinethe behavior is to somehowsolvethe confluences

— but that requiresglobal reasoningoverthe confluences.

If the individual qualitativeequationsare convertedto their proposi-

tional equivalentsfor a TMS (as manyqualitativephysicssystemsdo),

then [dPB], [dQAB] and [dQBC] remainunknowndue to the incomplete-

nessof most TMS’s. However, in ourTMS if the formulaerepresenting

the individual componentsare merged,then [dQAB] = [dQBc] = [+]
is inferred. As such componentcombinations recur in many systems,
this combiningcan be doneonce in the model library. To compilethis

combination,our TMS mergesthe propositionalencodingof the conflu-

encesbut without thespecific inputs ([dPA] = [+] and [dPc] = [0]). The
result is identical to the propositionalencodingof the confluence:

[dPA] — [dP~]= [dQAB] = [dQBC].

After compiling this combination, and applying tile inputs our TMS
infers that [dQAB] = [dQBC] = [+] far more efficiently than before (i.e.,

in one step),

A device can always be analyzedby first compiling it without knowl-

edgeof anyinput or outputs. However,compiling a full devicemodel is

expensive— it is only useful if we expect to put it in themodel library

or needto consider many input value combinations. When analyzing

a device our TMS doesnot force the problem-solverto decidewhether
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or not to compile the device beforehand.Our TMS lazily compilesthe

propositionalformulaeit is supplied it only compilesenough to an-

swer queriesfor the givensit is supplied. Whenthe givens are changed,

the TMS, if necessary,incrementallycompilesmore piecesof the de-
vice to answerthe query. If all possiblegivensand queriesare applied,
then the compiledresult is the sameas havingcompiledthe full device
beforehand.

Figure 1.1
Assembling the qualitative models of the two joined pipes is equivalent to merging
the formulm modeling the two pipes.

1.2 BCP on formulae and clauses

As our approachdraws on the intuitions underlying I3CP, we give a

synopsis of it here. (Note that BCP achievessimilar results to unit
resolution.) BCP operateson aset of propositionalformulae (not just

clauses)F in termsof propositionalsymbolsS. A formula is defined in

the usualway with the connectives ~i, ~, ~, V, A and oneof. (oneof is

a usefulconnectiverequiring that exactlyoneof its argumentsbe true.)

For the purposesof this papera clauseis a disjunction of literals with

no literal repeatedand not containingcomplementaryliterals.

BCP labelsevery symbol T (i.e., true), F (i.e., false) or U (i.e., un-

known). BCP is providedan initial setof assumptionliteralsA; if x fi A,

then x is labeledT, andif —~xE A, thenx is labeledF. A may not con-

tain complementaryliterals. All remainingsymbolsareinitially labeled

U. The reasonfor distinguishingA from F is that F is guaranteedto

grow monotonicallywhile assumptionsmay be addedand removedfrom

A at any time.
BCP operatesby relabelingsymbolsfrom U to T or F as it discovers

A B C
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that thesesymbols logically follow from F U A. A labeling which mioes

not label anysymbol U is compleie.Converselya labelingwhich labels

somesymbolsU is pariial. A completionof a partial labeling is one
which relabels all the U symbols T or F. Given any labeling each

BCP constraint(in the BCP literature propositionalformnulaearecalled

constraints) is in oneof 4 possiblestates.

• The labelingsatisfiesthe constraint: for every completionof the
current labeling the constraint is true. For example,labelingx T

satisfiesthe constraintx V p.

• The labeling violales the constraint: there is no completion of
the current labeling which satisfiesthe constraint. Consider two

examples: (1) if the constraint is x V p and both x and p are

labeledF, theii theconstraint is violated, and(2) if the constraint

is (x V y) A (x V —~y)and x is labeled F, then there is no way to

satisfy the constraint.

• A constraint forcesa symbol’s label if in every completionof the

current labeling which makesthe constraint true that symbol is

alwayslabeledT or alwaysF. There maybe multiple suchsym-

bols. For example,if x is labeledT, then the constraintx (pAz)

forces p and z to be labeledT. Consider the example from the

introduction: (x ~ (p V z)) A (x V p V z). If p is labeledF, then

the label of z is forced to be T.

• Otherwisea constraint is open.

BCP processesthe constraintsoneat atime monotonicallyexpanding
the current labeling. The behaviorof BCP dependson thecondition the

constraintis in:

• If the current labelingsatisfiesthe constraint, then the constraint

is markedassatisfied andis no longer considered.

• If the current labeling violates the constraint, then a global con-
tradiction is signaled.

• If the current labelingforcesthe label of someother symbol, then
that symbol is labeled and all unsatisfied and unviolated con-

straints mentioningthat symbolarescheduledfor reconsideration.
If the current constraint is now satisfiedit is so marked.
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whensome(other) symbolit referencesis labeledT or F.

If this BCP is applied purely to clauses,then the resulting behavior is

identical to the clausalBCP discussedin the LTMS literature.
If the constraintsarearbitrary formulae, then determiningwhethera

constraintforces a symbollabel is complexto implementand computa-

tional expensiveexecute. llowever, if the constraintsare clauses,then

BCP can be implementedsimply andefficiently. In particular, we store
a count with eachclause indicating the numberof symbols which are

labeled U or whose label satisfiesthe clause. For example,given the

clause x V —‘p where x is labeled U and p is labeled T, the count for

the clauseis 1. Wheneverthis counteris reducedto 1, then the clause

forcesthe labelof asingle remainingsymbol (i.e., in this casex is forced

to T). If the count is reduced to 0, then the clauseis violated and a

contradiction is signaled. As a consequenceof this encoding, BCP on

clausescan beimplementedsimply by following pointersanddecrement-
ing counters. Conversely,the processof removing an assumptionfrom

A can beefficiently implementedby following pointersand incrementing
counters.(See[DFM89] for details.) BCP on clausesis equivalentto the

circuit value problemand thereforeis P-complete(seealso [DOGA84]).

Its worsecasecomplexity is the numberof literals in the clauses.

BCP is logically incompletein that it sometimesfails to label asymbol
T or F whenit should. For example,considerthe two clausesfrom the

introduction:

—‘xVpVz, xVpVz.

If y is labeledF, then BCP on the clausesdoesnot label z T. (Note

that BCP is also logically incompletein that it sometimesfails to detect
contradictions.)

1.3 Compiling into prime implicates

The previousexample(the encodingof formula (1.1.1)) showsthat run-
fling BCP on the original formulae is usually not the sameas running

BCP on theclausesproducedby convertingtheformulaeto CNF. (BCP

on the original formulae is usually muchstrongeror, at worst, equiva-

lent.) Hence, we cannotdirectly use the efficient BCP algorithms that
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have been developedfor clausesfor arbitrary formulae and no corre-

spondingly efficient BCP algorithm is known. This section shows that
if each individual formula is encodedby its prime implicates[KETS88,

REDE87], then BCP on the resulting clausesis equivalent to running

BCP on the original formulae.
We use the following definitions. ClauseA is subsumedby clauseB

if all the literals of B appearin A. Thereforeif A subsumesB, then B
is true whereverA is. An implicate of a set of propositional formulae

F is a clauseentailed by F not containingcomplementaryliterals. A

prime implicate of a set of formulaeF is an implicate of F no proper
subclauseof which is an implicate of F.

Consider the simpleexampleof the introduction. Using the conven-
tional conversionto CNF the formula,

(x=~(yVz))A(xVyVz), (1.3.5)

is equivalentto the conjunctionof the clauses,

—‘xVyVz, xVpVz.

However,thereis only oneprime implicate,

y V z.

This exampleillustratesthat theremay be fewer prime implicatesof a
formula than the conjunctsin the CNF of a formula. Unfortunately, the

reverseis usuallythe case.Considerthe clauseset:

-~aVb, —‘cVd, —‘eVe, -~bV-’dV-’e.

In this case,these4 are all prime implicates,but thereare 3 more(for

a total of 7):

~aV~dV~e, ~bV~c, ~aV~c.

Thereareavarietyof different algorithmsfor computingprime impli-

cates(see [DEKL88, DFM89, DEKL9Oa, KETS88,REDE87,TISO67]).
Strippedof all the efficiency refinementsdiscussedin the next section,
our basic approachis to use a variation of the consensusmethod to

computeprimeimplicates. First, the formula is convertedinto CNF to
producean initial set of clauses. Then we repeatedly taketwo clauses
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with exactlyonepair of complementaryliterals andconstructaresulting

clausewith both thoseliterals removed.All clausessubsumedby others

areremoved. This processcontinuesuntil no new unsubsumnedclauseis
producible.

Using the preceding definitions, the following theoremsare key to

implementing BCP on arbitrary formulae.

THEOREM 1 Given a set of clausesI which are the set of prime impli-

catesof someset of propositionalformulaeand a set of assumptionsA,

then if I U A is inconsistent,then BCP will detecta violation.

THEOREM 2 Given a set of clausesI which are the set of prime impli-

catesof someset of propositional formulaeand a set of assumptionsA
such that A UI is consistent,then BCP computesthe correct label for

every miode.

TnE0ImEM 3 Let A be asetof literals, F a setof propositionalformulae

andI is the union of the prime implicatesof eachof the formulaeof F
individually. If BCP on A U F doesnot detect any violations, then BCP

on A U F producesthe samesymbol labelsasBCP on A U I.

THEOREM 4 Let A be aset of literals, F asetof propositionalformulae,

andI is the union of the prime implicatesof eachof the formulae of F
individually. BCP on A U F detectsa violation exactly when BCP on

I U F detectsa violation.

Thefirst two theoremstell us that we can make BCP completeif we

need to. The secondtwo theoremstell us that running BCP on the

primeimplicatesof the individual formulae is the sameasrunning BCP

on the formulae. Thus, we can exploit the efficient implementationsof

clausalBCP.
Note that the primeimplicates, by themselves,do not solvethe task

— they representa family of solutions eachcharacterizedby a distinct

assumptionset A. Computing the prime implicates is analogousto
compiling a propositionalformula (or set of them) so that it is easyto

computethe resulting solutiononcesomeinput, i.e., A is provided.

Fig. 1.2 illustrates someof the options engenderedlby the theoremns.

Although replacing the entire set of formulae with their equivalentset
of prime implicates allows BCP to be logically complete, the required

set of prime implicates can be extremely large. This large set is both
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difficult to construct and, its very size makesit hard for BCP to work

on. Therefore it is usually impractical to exploit this strategydirectly.

Figure 1.2
This figure illustrates the different waysBCP can be used. BOP on arbitrary
formulae (expensive)produces labeling A. If the formulae encodedas their CNF
clauses,then an efficient clausalBCP producesan (unfortunately weaker) labeling
B. If formulae are individually convertedinto their prime implicates, then the
efficient clausalBCP finds the samelabeling A as the inefficient formula BCP on
the original constraints. Finally, if the prime implicates of all the formulae are
constructed,then clausalBCP is logically complete.

1.4 Basic LTMS transactions

Our basic formula LTMS permits the following transactions:
(add—formula formula): This adds an individual formula to the

TMS. Section 1.2 outlines the allowed connectives.

(add—assumptionsymbol label): This labels the symbol T or F.

This retractsany previousadd—assumptionfor this symbol.

(retract—assumption symbol): This removes the initial label for

thesymbol. Note that the symbol will retain a non-U if it follows from

AUF.

P

(label? symbol): This returns the label for the symbol.
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(inconsistent?): TestswhetherA UF is inconsistent.

Using the resultsof thesection 1.3 a comnpleteandl lazy formula LTMS

algorithm can be easily implemented(see [DEKL9Ob, DEIKL9Oc].

1.5 Pre-compiling formulae

Many Al problemsolversoperatewith a knowledgebaseor component
library. Given a particular task, piecesof this knowledgebaseare in-

stantiatedasneeded.For example,in QualitativeProcessTheory most

processesareinstantiatedwith thesamefixed setof formulae (but with

different symbols). Hence, the schemasfor theprime implicatesfor each
model in the library can be constructeda priori, and many implicate

constructionscan be thus avoidedat run time.

A singlepropositionalformula mayyield avery largenumberof prime
implicates. If someof the symbolsof aformula areinternal (i.e., appear

only in the formula, are guaranteednever to be referencedby any new

input formulaandareof no further interestto theproblemsolver), then
all theclausesmentioningthatsymbolcanbediscardedwithout affecting

the functionality of the TMS. As a resultBCP neednot stumbleover

theseneedlessclauses.

The basicformula LTMS transactionswhich support this insight are:

(compile—formula schemainternal—symbols): Used at compile
time. This converts the formula schemainto a set of prime implicate

schemas.This is designedto be usedwhen constructingthe knowledge

baseor themodel library, internal—symbolsis asetof internal symbols
which are guaranteednot to appearagain. Therefore,after computing

prime implicates,all clausesmentioning internal symbolsarediscarded.

(load—formula schema): This takes the prime implicate schemas
and communicatesthem to the TMS.

1.6 Exercising problem solver control

Iii many cases,eveii lazily constructingsufficient implicates to ensure

completenessfor the given A is too costly. In this circumstancethe

problemsolverprovidesexternalguidanceto controlwhich prime impli-

catesshould be constructedandto choosewhen to give up completeness.

One way to limit the computationalcost of the algorithm is instead
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of running the algorithm on the entire set of formulae,only apply the

algorithm to subsetsof the formulae. This locality is capturedby the

notion of module. A module is aset of formulae and the LTMS data

baseconsistsof a setof modules.The algorithm is restricted to perform

subsumption tests and consensusconstructionsonly within modules.
But the clausalBCP is runacrossall clausesof all modules.The problem

solveris providedan additional interfaceto control when to modulesare
to be merged. This requiresthe following additional transactions:

load—formula* and add—formula*: Thesecreate modules initially
containingonly their formula argument.

(merge—modulesmodulel module2): This tells the TMS to conjoin
the two modules,by computing the necessaryimplicatesof the combi-

nation.

(internal symbol): Used at run time. This informs the TMS that

the symbol is internal. If all occurrencesof tIns symbol appearin the

samemodule, than all clausesmentioning this symbolcan be discarded.

This greatlyreducesthe numberof clausesthe TMS needs to consider.
At the one extremeevery formula is an individual module and the

problemsolvernevermergesmodules.In this casetheresult is equivalent
to running BCP on formulae.As all the formulaemaybepre-compilable,

this may require no implicate constructionat run time.
If the problemsolver is exercisingcontrol to achievecompleteness,we

must examinemore carefully when completenessis achievedfor a par-

ticular A. Just becausesomesymbol is labeled U is no indication of
incompleteness— no one guaranteesthat every literal or its negation

should follow from FUA. However, if everyclauseis individually satis-

fied, then we know that the clausesetis consistentandwe can complete

the labeling by arbitrarily changingevery U to T or F. (Of course,

this observationis implicit in the lazy algorithm which stopsresolving

clauseswhenthey aresatisfied.)
This last observationprovidestwo fundamentaltechniquesfor coping

with incompleteness.First, the problemsolver can introduceadditional

assumptionsto attempt to satisfy openconstraints,mi effect, performing

a backtracksearch. (This has the disadvantageof extending A which

may not be desired.) Second,the problemsolver controls which mod-

tiles should be mergedand in which order. Merging has two important

effects: (a) mergingcanenablethe constructionof new implicateswhich
yield relahelings,arid (h) if eachof the modulesare either satisfied (we
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define a module to be satisfiedif every oneof its clausesis satisfied)or
mnergedinto one commonunsatisfiedmodule, then we know that BCP

is complete.This tradeoff of whetherto usebacktrackingor mnergingto

constructa solution is analogousto the onefaced by ConstraintSatis-

faction Problem(CSP) [DEKL89, MACK87] algorithms.

Both approachesto coping with incompletenesscan be improved with
various tactics. We focus hereon tacticsto improvethe performanceof

merging. If an internal symbol is labeled U, then the moduleswhich

mention it are candidatesfor early mnerging. Whether or not this re-

labels the internal symbol, after the merge all clausesmentioning an

internal symbol can be discarded. Modules sharing no symbols can be

trivially mergedas the implicatesof theconjunction is the union of the
antecedentimplicates. If all modulesare mergedand BCP hasnot de-

tecteda violatedclause,then by a slight extensionof TheoremI F U A

is satisfiable. When usedin this way ourTMS is yet anotherway to test
for propositionalsatisfiability.

Our implementationalso includesan automaticfacility which system-
atically mergesthosetwo moduleswhich would producea module with

the fewestnumberof symbols(determineddirectly by countingthe non-

internalsymbols). This exploitation of locality often avoidsintermediate
implicate bloat.

1.7 Modeling

The userof this style of TMS mustmakeafundamentaltradeoffwhether

all the formulaeshould be in one module (andhencebe logically coin-

plete),or whetherthe formulaeshould all be in individual modules(more

efficient but incomnplete). Supposeall the formulaeare in one module.

For thosesymbolswhich werenot providedany initial labels, the same

set of implicates will now suffice for any labeling for them. This ide-
ally matchestime requirementsof problem solving tasks ~vliich require

the inputs to be changedwhile the input formulaeremainconstant. In

other words, by computingthe implicateswe havemadeit easyto solve
exponentiallymanyproblemsvia BCP on theseimplicates.

Oneclearcut exampleof this occurs in qualitativesimulation. Typi-
cally qualitativeanalysisusespropagationto determinethe qualitative

behavior of a system, however, it is well knowmi that simple propaga-

tion is incomplete and thereforethat additional techniquesare needled
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(feedbackheuristics, feedbackanalysis,etc.) One such techniqueis the

qualitative resolution rule [DORA88a~which assemblesindividual comi-
ponent models into largerassemblagesso that (a) the entire device can

be repeatedlysimulatedon different inputs by simple propagationalone

and (b) largerdevicescan be analyzedby building it out of known as-

semblages.
Our TMS framework achievesthe analogouseffect. The qualitative

resolution rule (sometimescalled the qualitativeGaussrule) is imple-

mented using our TMS. [DORA88a~presentsan example where two
pipes (Fig. 1.1) connectedtogether producea model for a single pipe.

Consider the following instanceof the qualitative resolution rule. Let
x, p and z be qualitativequantities suchthat (we drop [...] when unam-

biguous),

x+p=0, —x+z=0.

From thesetwo confluenceswe can infer the confluence,

y+z=0. (1.7.6)

(To thoseunfamiliar with qualitative physics this may not seem that

surprising, but it is important to rememberthat qualitativearithmetic

doesnot obey the usualfield axioms and thus the equationscannotbe

manipulatedas in conventionalarithmetic.) The qualitative resolution

rule is analogousto binary resolution. Two confluencescan he usefully

combinedonly if they shareat most one symbolin common,otherwise

time result is meaningless.

Our TMS achievestheeffect of the qualitativeresolution rule by coil-

joining the formulae of the two individual pipes. One way to expand
x + p = 0 into clausesis to encodeall the value combinationsdisallowed

by the confluence:

~(x=+)V ~(y=+), ~(x=+) V ~(p=O), ~(x=0)V ~(p=+),
~(x=0) V ~(p= —), ~(x=—) V ~(y=0), ~(x=—) V ~(p= —).

Expanding—x+ z = 0 into clausesincludes:

~(x=—) V ~(z=+), ~(x=—) V ~(z=0), ~(x=0)V ~(z=+),
~(x=0)V~(z=—), ~(x=+)V~(z=0), ~(x=+)V~(z=—).

If we addthe clause,

(x=+) V(x=0)V (x=—),
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computeprime implicates and consider {x = +, x = 0,x = —} imitei’nal
symbols,then the result is exactly the prime implicatesof tIme result of

the qualitative resolution rule (i.e., of p + z = 0). This emicodingmight
appearcumbersomne,but the clausesare easilyanalyzedwith BCP. As

we havearguedearlier, propagationon clauses(i.e., BCP) is efficiently

implementedby following pointersandmanipulatingcounters.Thus, by

‘Assembling’ the device, we obtain a setof primne implicateswith which

it is easyto determinea system’soutputs fromn its inputs.

Dormoy [DORM88] points out thatapplying time qualitativeresolution

rule sometimesproducesa combinatorialexplosion. Tins is amialogous
to the explosion that can occur in expanding a formnula to its prime

implicates. In his paperDormoy proposesajoining rule for controlling

this explosion. The joining rule applies the qualitative resolution only

to componentswhich sharean internal variable— it is equivalentto our

TMS heuristic of combining moduleswhich shareinternal symribols.

Considerthe two pipeproblemof the introduction again. Supposewe

kmiow that [dPA] = [+] and [dPB] = [0]. We have,in effect, two choices
how to solve the problem. We could first inform the TMS of these

valuesand then ask it to merge the modulesof the two pipes; or we

could first merge the two modulesandthen addthesevalues. Although

the answer [dQ] = [H remainsthe same,the resulting TMS dlatabase

is quite different. If we start with [dPA] = [+] andi [dPc] = [0], then

most of theprime implicate constructionscami be avoided becausethese

initial valuesprovideinitial BCP labelsto 6 symnbols(i.e., the symbols

representingthe possible qualitativevaluesfor dPA and dPB). On the

other hand, if the modulesare mergedfirst without initial values, then

all prime implicates are constructed,and although only a few of them

arenecessaryto solvefor the given inputs it is now mucheasierto solve

problemswhen the inputs arechanged.

Although computingall the prime implicatesfor a full device may he
expensive,it oftenmaybe very useful to incur this cost. Oncethe prime

implicatesof a deviceareconstructed,the input-outputbehavioris com-

pletely characterized. From the resulting databaseof primne implicates

one cami constructthe inputs from the outputsjust aseasily asOutputs

frommi the inputs without constructingany additional prime implicates.

So the samnedatabasecan be efficiently utilized for a variety of dlistiilct

tasks.
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